BMW Service

PRODUCT INFORMATION.
BMW LIFESTYLE 2015/2017.

Management

Marketing

Sales
New vehicles
Sales
Used vehicles

After sales

Financial services

BMW GOLFSPORT
COLLECTION.
To match BMW's focused commitment to golf, BMW Lifestyle now offers you the
new BMW Golfsport Collection 2015/17. With its high-quality and higher-priced
positioning, it mainly aims at high-end and medium-level customers who play golf in
their leisure time. The dealer can integrate the collection into golf events to increase
sales or attractively present it at his shop. The BMW Golfsport Collection is
particularly suitable for display on the ICS modules, with the golf luggage items
looking especially attractive when presented on base plates and podiums or in the
boot of a car.
The collection is distinguished by its elegant design, high-quality finishes and
convincing functionality. The optical balance between the various products means
that the collection can always be attractively displayed at the sales outlet, where the
products will look exclusive and perfectly reflect the premium claims made by BMW.
Make use of these positive characteristics to contact your customers and market the
new BMW Golfsport Collection.

Management

The new BMW Golfsport Collection runs until October 2017. We recommend that
you start marketing now in order to make full use of the potential of this new
collection to increase your sales.
Innovations:
-

Improved quality and functionality
Harmonic colours, with aqua as an accent colour
Cooperation with our partner, OGIO, for the most recent developments in
golf bags and luggage items
Elegant, modern design with particularly attractive details
A fine product display is easy to put together, as the overall collection has a
uniform appearance
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Content of product information
This product information is, as usual, intended as a template for you and to help with
implementation:
-

Recommendations for optimally purchasing the new collection
Display of the assortment and goods
Detailed product descriptions

The format is intentionally designed in an open way to help you to work with the document.
NEW:
-

Presentation recommendations for the new and current ICS shop system
Presentation recommendations as complementary modules

In addition to the previous shop system, we now offer you display recommendations for the
new ICS shop system.
These recommendations are for a modular system and correspond to the kit illustrations in
ASAP. This clearly facilitates stocking and has many advantages:
- rapid, trained stocking process, due to the recognisability and existing stock of all tools
- articles can be combined and supplemented as preferred - from the basic shop to the
professional shop
- Recommendations for various dealership sizes and sales interests.
Goods display recommendations are generally made for the following modules:
double ICS wall, individual ICS wall, display tables, podiums, display blocks, base plates,
mannequins, additional elements such as glass chutes, vases, etc.
The new shop system has been available since September 2014. You will find more details
about the new shop modules in ASAP under the following tab:
ASAP < Construction and shop-fitting consultants < Start shop amenities < New shop system

Purchase and decoration recommendation
We recommend that you not only purchase the quantities to be displayed, but also to stock for
replenishment purposes and to cover the less popular sizes (per dealership).
You can precisely calculate the corresponding/desired investment level with the Business
Calculator Tool. Ask your contact person in the market or at the headquarters if this is available
in your market.
Attention: We have selected the Western European size split for the
recommendations. This should be adapted to the size distribution common in your
country.

BMW COLLECTION
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 1a.

ICS individual wall accessories, current shop system - BASIS
Please note:
-

-

These ICS walls can be combined as double walls or be individually used as single walls.
Volume creates desire – decorate with several articles that invite customers to reach out and grab; single products quickly look
like
sell-off stock.
Ensure an optical balance of article colours and weights (basic rule: lighter articles at the top, heavier articles at the bottom).
The top left section of the ICS wall is particularly important, as it draws the customer's eye. Preferably stock it with a colourful
article or highlight product with charisma.
Suspend display cases at a convenient height for the interested viewer (e.g. chest height).
Supplement the ICS wall on the sides with mannequins and stand-alone displays (e.g. luggage, umbrellas or a BMW bike).
Products are symbolised according to their use in this way, the attention and buying impulse of customers is stimulated, and an
emotional showroom atmosphere is created.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Golfsport functional cap

1

4

80162285752

Golfsport functional cap

1

4

80222285764

Golf sports bag

1

3

80232285757

Golf towel

5

8

80222285760

Golf shoe bag

3

4

80232285758

Golf water bottle

6

8

80222285762

Golf carrier bag

1

2

Parts number

Product type

80162285753

BMW COLLECTION

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

3

80232285754

Functional umbrella

5

6

80222285761

Golf cart bag

1

2

80232285756

Golf tee bag

1

3

80232285755

Green set

2

4

80232284799

Pro Titleist ProV 1 golf ball

Pack of 2

Pack of 5
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 1b.

ICS individual wall accessories, new shop system - BASIS
Please note:
-

-

These ICS walls can be combined as double walls or be individually used as single walls.
Volume creates desire – decorate with several articles that invite customers to reach out and grab; single products quickly look
like
sell-off stock.
Ensure an optical balance of article colours and weights (basic rule: lighter articles at the top, heavier articles at the bottom).
The top left section of the ICS wall is particularly important, as it draws the customer's eye. Preferably stock it with a colourful
article or highlight product with charisma.
Suspend display cases at a convenient height for the interested viewer (e.g. chest height).
Supplement the ICS wall on the sides with mannequins and stand-alone displays (e.g. luggage, umbrellas or a BMW bike).
Products are symbolised according to their use in this way, the attention and buying impulse of customers is stimulated, and an
emotional showroom atmosphere is created.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Golfsport functional cap

3

4

80162285752

Golfsport functional cap

3

4

80222285764

Golf sports bag

1

3

80232285757

Golf towel

3

8

80222285760

Golf shoe bag

3

4

Parts number

Product type

80162285753

BMW COLLECTION

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

5

80232285758

Golf water bottle

4

8

80222285762

Golf carrier bag

1

2

80232285754

Functional umbrella

4

6

80222285761

Golf cart bag

1

2

80232285756

Golf tee bag

1

3

80232285755

Green set

1

4

80232284799

Pro Titleist ProV 1 golf ball

Pack of 1

Pack of 5

80232285759

Gift set

1

3

BMW COLLECTION
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 2a.

ICS individual wall accessories with highlight textile, current shop system - BASIS
Please note:
-

-

The top left section of the ICS wall is particularly important, as it draws the customer's eye. Preferably stock it with a colourful
article or highlight product with charisma.
Volume creates desire – decorate with several articles that invite customers to reach out and grab; single products quickly look
like
sell-off stock.
Ensure an optical balance of article colours and weights (basic rule: lighter articles at the top, heavier articles at the bottom).
Suspend display cases at a convenient height for the interested viewer (e.g. chest height).
Supplement the ICS wall on the sides with mannequins and stand-alone displays (e.g. luggage, umbrellas or a BMW bike).
Products are symbolised according to their use in this way, the attention and buying impulse of customers is stimulated, and an
emotional showroom atmosphere is created.

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Men's Golfsport functional
jacket

1

1

1

1

1

3

5

80142285727-731

Men's polo shirt, white

1

2

2

1

1

3

7

80162285753

Golfsport functional cap

4

4

80162285752

Golfsport functional cap

4

4

80222285764

Golf sports bag

1

3

80232285757

Golf towel

5

8

80222285760

Golf shoe bag

3

4

Parts number

Product type

80142285742-746

BMW COLLECTION
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80232285758

Golf water bottle

6

8

80232285754

Functional umbrella

5

6

80222285761

Golf cart bag

1

2

80232285756

Golf tee bag

1

3

80232285755

Green set

2

4

80232284799

Pro Titleist ProV 1 golf ball

Pack of 2

Pack of 5
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 2b.

ICS individual wall accessories with highlight textile, new shop system - BASIS
Please note:
-

-

The top left section of the ICS wall is particularly important, as it draws the customer's eye. Preferably stock it with a colourful
article or highlight product with charisma.
Volume creates desire – decorate with several articles that invite customers to reach out and grab; single products quickly look
like
sell-off stock.
Ensure an optical balance of article colours and weights (basic rule: lighter articles at the top, heavier articles at the bottom).
Suspend display cases at a convenient height for the interested viewer (e.g. chest height).
Supplement the ICS wall on the sides with mannequins and stand-alone displays (e.g. luggage, umbrellas or a BMW bike).
Products are symbolised according to their use in this way, the attention and buying impulse of customers is stimulated, and an
emotional showroom atmosphere is created.

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Men's Golfsport functional
jacket

1

1

1

1

1

3

5

80142285727-731

Men's polo shirt, white

1

2

2

1

1

3

7

80162285753

Golfsport functional cap

3

4

Parts number

Product type

80142285742-746

BMW COLLECTION
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80162285752

Golfsport functional cap

3

4

80222285764

Golf sports bag

1

3

80232285757

Golf towel

6

8

80222285760

Golf shoe bag

3

4

80232285758

Golf water bottle

8

8

80222285761

Golf cart bag

1

2

80232285754

Functional umbrella

2

6

80232285756

Golf tee bag

1

3

80232285755

Green set

1

4

80232284799

Pro Titleist ProV 1 golf ball

Pack of 1

Pack of 5

80232285759

Gift set

1

3

BMW COLLECTION
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 3a.

ICS double wall accessories and textiles, current shop system - MEDIUM-SIZED SHOP / PROFESSIONAL SHOP
Please note:
-

-

Ensure an optical balance of article colours and weights (basic rule: lighter articles at the top, heavier articles at the bottom).
Volume creates desire – decorate with several articles that invite customers to reach out and grab; single products quickly look like
sell-off stock.
The top left section of the ICS wall is particularly important, as it draws the customer's eye. Preferably stock it with a colourful article or
highlight product with charisma.
Suspend display cases at a convenient height for the interested viewer (e.g. chest height).
Supplement the ICS wall on the sides with mannequins and stand-alone displays (e.g. luggage, umbrellas or a BMW bike). Products
are symbolised according to their use in this way, the attention and buying impulse of customers is stimulated, and an emotional
showroom atmosphere is created.
Ensure that you present the correct size mix, individually adapted to the target market.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

1

3

7

1

1

3

5

2

2

1

1

3

7

1

1

1

1

1

3

5

1

1

1

1

1

3

5

Parts number

Product type

XS

S

M

L

XL

80142285697-699
80142358305-306

Women's polo shirt, white

1

2

2

1

80142285692-696

Women's fleecy jacket

1

1

1

80142285732-736

Men's polo shirt, aqua

1

80142285742-746
80142285712-716

Men's Golfsport functional
jacket
Women's Golfsport
functional jacket

XXL

80142285702-706

Women's polo shirt, aqua

1

2

2

1

1

3

7

80142285717-721

Women's rain trousers

1

1

1

1

1

2

5

80142285722-726

Men's fleecy jacket

1

1

1

1

1

3

5

80142285727-731

Men's polo shirt, white

1

2

2

1

1

3

7
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80142285747-751

Men's rain trousers

80162285753

2

5

Golfsport functional cap

1

4

80162285752

Golfsport functional cap

1

4

80222285764

Golf sports bag

1

3

80232285757

Golf towel

5

8

80222285760

Golf shoe bag

3

4

80232285758

Golf water bottle

3

8

80222285762

Golf carrier bag

1

2

80232285754

Functional umbrella

4

6

80222285761

Golf cart bag

1

2

80232285756

Golf tee bag

1

3

80232285755

Green set

2

4

80232284799

Pro Titleist ProV 1 golf ball

Pack of 2

Pack of 5

BMW COLLECTION
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 3b.

ICS double wall accessories and textiles, new shop system - MEDIUM-SIZED SHOP / PROFESSIONAL SHOP
Please note:
-

-

Ensure an optical balance of article colours and weights (basic rule: lighter articles at the top, heavier articles at the bottom).
Volume creates desire – decorate with several articles that invite customers to reach out and grab; single products quickly look like
sell-off stock.
The top left section of the ICS wall is particularly important, as it draws the customer's eye. Preferably stock it with a colourful article or
highlight product with charisma.
Suspend display cases at a convenient height for the interested viewer (e.g. chest height).
Supplement the ICS wall on the sides with mannequins and stand-alone displays (e.g. luggage, umbrellas or a BMW bike). Products
are symbolised according to their use in this way, the attention and buying impulse of customers is stimulated, and an emotional
showroom atmosphere is created.
Ensure that you present the correct size mix, individually adapted to the target market.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

1

3

7

1

1

3

5

2

2

1

1

3

7

1

1

1

1

1

3

5

1

1

1

1

1

3

5

Parts number

Product type

XS

S

M

L

XL

80142285697-699
80142358305-306

Women's polo shirt, white

1

2

2

1

80142285692-696

Women's fleecy jacket

1

1

1

80142285732-736

Men's polo shirt, aqua

1

80142285742-746
80142285712-716

Men's Golfsport functional
jacket
Women's Golfsport
functional jacket

XXL

80142285702-706

Women's polo shirt, aqua

1

2

2

1

1

3

7

80142285717-721

Women's rain trousers

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

80142285722-726

Men's fleecy jacket

1

1

1

1

1

3

5

80142285727-731

Men's polo shirt, white

1

2

2

1

1

3

7
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80142285747-751

Men's rain trousers

80162285753

1

5

Golfsport functional cap

3

4

80162285752

Golfsport functional cap

3

4

80222285764

Golf sports bag

1

3

80232285757

Golf towel

6

8

80222285760

Golf shoe bag

3

4

80232285758

Golf water bottle

5

8

80222285761

Golf cart bag

1

2

80232285756

Golf tee bag

1

3

80232285755

Green set

1

4

80232284799

Pro Titleist ProV 1 golf ball

Pack of 1

Pack of 5

80232285759

Gift set

1

3

BMW COLLECTION
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 4a.

ICS display case, current shop system
Please note:
-

Too many individual price labels in one display case detract from the actual product! You should thus use only one price label to
display all the prices of the products in the display case, discreetly positioned on the side or in a corner.
Volume creates desirability – use multiple articles such as ball-point pens in your decorative scheme to stimulate the buying
impulse.
Ensure that it is easy for the customer to find out whom to approach if he wishes to look at or buy a product from the display
case.
Accessories can for example be presented on cubes for an appealing decorative effect.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Golf tee bag

1

3

80232285755

Green set

2

4

80232284799

Pro Titleist ProV 1 golf ball

Pack of 2

Pack of 5

Parts number

Product type

80232285756

BMW COLLECTION

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 4b.

ICS display case, new shop system
Please note:
-

Too many individual price labels in one display case detract from the actual product! You should thus use only one price label to
display all the prices of the products in the display case, discreetly positioned on the side or in a corner.
Volume creates desirability – use multiple articles such as ball-point pens in your decorative scheme to stimulate the buying
impulse.
Ensure that it is easy for the customer to find out whom to approach if he wishes to look at or buy a product from the display
case.
Accessories can for example be presented on cubes for an appealing decorative effect.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Golf tee bag

1

3

80232285755

Green set

1

4

80232284799

Pro Titleist ProV 1 golf ball

Pack of 1

Pack of 5

80232285759

Gift set

1

3

Parts number

Product type

80232285756

BMW COLLECTION

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 5.

Stand-alone presentations
Please note:
-

These products from the collection are particularly suitable for positioning next to ICS walls and display tables. This allows you to
present even more products, while at the same time rendering your goods display more lively and attractive.
Preferably present the products in such a way that the functional aspects are highlighted/demonstrated, thus drawing the
customer's attention to them.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Golf carrier bag

1

2

80232285754

Functional umbrella

5

6

80222285761

Golf cart bag

1

2

Parts number

Product type

80222285762

BMW COLLECTION

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 6.

Display table
Please note:
-

-

-

The display tables can be equipped with goods on both sides.
Volume creates desire – decorate with several articles that invite customers to reach out and grab; single products quickly look
like
sell-off stock.
Supplement the display tables on the sides with mannequins and stand-alone displays (e.g. luggage, umbrellas or a BMW bike).
Products are symbolised according to their use in this way, the attention and buying impulse of customers is stimulated, and an
emotional showroom atmosphere is created.
Accessories can for example be presented in glass boxes and vases for an appealing decorative effect.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Golfsport functional cap

3

4

80162285752

Golfsport functional cap

3

4

80222285764

Golf sports bag

3

3

80232285757

Golf towel

5

8

80222285760

Golf shoe bag

6

6

80232285758

Golf water bottle

8

8

Parts number

Product type

80162285753

BMW COLLECTION

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 7.

ICS base plate, current shop system
Please note:
-

Products such as luggage and golf bags can be displayed ideally on an ICS base plate, which emphasises the high value of the
products.
Make sure that customers comprehend clearly who they should contact or where the Lifestyle Shop is located in the dealership
(for example by using a sign), if the customer wants to see a product in more detail or buy a product displayed on the base plate.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Golf sports bag

1

3

80222285762

Golf carrier bag

1

2

80232285754

Functional umbrella

2

6

80222285761

Golf cart bag

1

2

80222285763

Golf travel cover

1

2

Parts number

Product type

80222285764

BMW COLLECTION

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 8.

Mannequins, current shop system
Please note:
-

Mannequins can be flexibly used as individual displays at any appropriate point in the show room or positioned next to an ICS
module.
Make sure that customers comprehend clearly who they should contact or where the Lifestyle Shop is located in the dealership
(for example by using a sign), if the customer wants to see a product displayed on the mannequin in more detail or buy it.
Presentation on a mannequin enlivens the goods display and makes it easier for the customer to imagine the product on himself.
This imbues the product with emotional value and desirability.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

1

7

1

1

7

1

1

5

1

1

5

1

1

1

5

1

1

1

5

Parts number

Product type

XS

S

M

L

XL

80142285697-699
80142358305-306

Women's polo shirt, white

1

2

2

1

1

80142285732-736

Men's polo shirt, aqua

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

80142285742-746
80142285712-716

Men's Golfsport functional
jacket
Women's Golfsport
functional jacket

80142285717-721

Women's rain trousers

80142285747-751

Men's rain trousers

BMW COLLECTION

XXL

1
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 9.

Mannequins, current shop system
Please note:
-

Mannequins can be flexibly used as individual displays at any appropriate point in the show room or positioned next to an ICS
module.
Make sure that customers comprehend clearly who they should contact or where the Lifestyle Shop is located in the dealership
(for example by using a sign), if the customer wants to see a product displayed on the mannequin in more detail or buy it.
Presentation on a mannequin enlivens the goods display and makes it easier for the customer to imagine the product on himself.
This imbues the product with emotional value and desirability.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

1

1

5

1

1

1

7

1

1

1

1

1

5

2

2

1

1

1

7

Parts number

Product type

XS

S

M

L

XL

80142285692-696

Women's fleecy jacket

1

1

1

1

80142285702-706

Women's polo shirt, aqua

1

2

2

80142285722-726

Men's fleecy jacket

1

80142285727-731

Men's polo shirt, white

1

BMW COLLECTION

XXL
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 10.

Half-height individual wall, new shop system
Please note:
-

-

-

Ensure that the half-height wall is evenly loaded from both sides and do not overload!
Volume creates desire – decorate with several articles that invite customers to reach out and grab; single products quickly look
like
sell-off stock.
Ensure an optical balance of article colours and weights for your display (basic rule: lighter articles at the top, heavier articles at
the bottom).
The top left section of the ICS wall is particularly important, as it draws the customer's eye. Preferably stock it with a colourful
article
or highlight product with charisma.
Suspend display cases at a convenient height for the interested viewer.
Supplement the ICS wall on the sides with mannequins and stand-alone displays (e.g. luggage, umbrellas or a BMW bike).
Products are symbolised according to their use in this way, the attention and buying impulse of customers is stimulated, and an
emotional showroom atmosphere is created.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Golfsport functional cap

6

6

80162285752

Golfsport functional cap

6

6

80222285764

Golf sports bag

1

3

80232285757

Golf towel

8

8

Parts number

Product type

80162285753

BMW COLLECTION

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL
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80222285760

Golf shoe bag

3

6

80232285758

Golf water bottle

6

8

80232285756

Golf tee bag

2

3

80232285755

Green set

1

4

80232284799

Pro Titleist ProV 1 golf ball

Pack of 1

Pack of 5

BMW COLLECTION
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 11.

Half-height individual wall, new shop system
Please note:
-

-

-

Ensure that the half-height wall is evenly loaded from both sides and do not overload!
Volume creates desire – decorate with several articles that invite customers to reach out and grab; single products quickly look
like
sell-off stock.
Ensure an optical balance of article colours and weights for your display (basic rule: lighter articles at the top, heavier articles at
the bottom).
The top left section of the ICS wall is particularly important, as it draws the customer's eye. Preferably stock it with a colourful
article
or highlight product with charisma.
Suspend display cases at a convenient height for the interested viewer.
Supplement the ICS wall on the sides with mannequins and stand-alone displays (e.g. luggage, umbrellas or a BMW bike).
Products are symbolised according to their use in this way, the attention and buying impulse of customers is stimulated, and an
emotional showroom atmosphere is created.

Parts number

Product type

80142285732-736

Men's polo shirt, aqua

80142285742-746
80142285712-716
80142285702-706

Men's Golfsport functional
jacket
Women's Golfsport
functional jacket
Women's polo shirt, aqua

BMW COLLECTION

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

1

2

2

1

1

3

7

1

1

1

1

1

3

5

1

1

1

1

1

3

5

1

2

2

1

1

3

7

XS
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 12.

Theme area with display blocks and rails, new shop system
Please note:
-

Products such as luggage and golf bags can be displayed ideally in a theme area, which emphasises the high value of the
products.
Make sure that customers comprehend clearly who they should contact or where the Lifestyle Shop is located in the dealership
(for example by using a sign), if the customer wants to see a product in more detail or buy a product displayed on the base plate.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Golf sports bag

1

3

80222285760

Golf shoe bag

2

4

80232285758

Golf water bottle

6

8

80222285762

Golf carrier bag

1

2

80232285754

Functional umbrella

2

6

80222285761

Golf cart bag

1

2

Parts number

Product type

80222285764
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 13.

Theme area with podium and display blocks, new shop system
Please note:
-

Products such as luggage and golf bags can be displayed ideally in a theme area, which emphasises the high value of the
products.
Make sure that customers comprehend clearly who they should contact or where the Lifestyle Shop is located in the dealership
(for example by using a sign), if the customer wants to see a product in more detail or buy a product displayed on the base plate.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Golf sports bag

1

3

80222285760

Golf shoe bag

2

4

80222285762

Golf carrier bag

1

2

80232285754

Functional umbrella

2

6

80222285761

Golf cart bag

1

2

Parts number

Product type

80222285764
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 14.

Theme area with podium and display blocks, new shop system
Please note:
-

Products such as luggage and golf bags can be displayed ideally in a theme area, which emphasises the high value of the
products.
Make sure that customers comprehend clearly who they should contact or where the Lifestyle Shop is located in the dealership
(for example by using a sign), if the customer wants to see a product in more detail or buy a product displayed on the base plate.

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Golf sports bag

1

3

80222285760

Golf shoe bag

2

4

80232285758

Golf water bottle

3

8

80222285762

Golf carrier bag

1

2

80232285754

Functional umbrella

2

6

80222285761

Golf cart bag

1

2

Parts number

Product type

80222285764

BMW COLLECTION
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L
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DISPLAY RECOMMENDATION 15.

Theme area with podium and display blocks, new shop system
Please note:
-

Products such as luggage and golf bags can be displayed ideally in a theme area, which emphasises the high value of the
products.
Make sure that customers comprehend clearly who they should contact or where the Lifestyle Shop is located in the dealership
(for example by using a sign), if the customer wants to see a product in more detail or buy a product displayed on the base plate.

-

Shown
quantity

Order
quantity

Golf sports bag

1

3

80222285762

Golf carrier bag

1

2

80232285754

Functional umbrella

2

6

80222285761

Golf cart bag

1

2

Parts number

Product type

80222285764
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L
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BMW GOLFSPORT COLLECTION.
GOLFSPORT FUNCTIONAL JACKET - MEN AND WOMEN.
Versatile functional jacket with exclusive design
High functionality:
Tightly closing zip, tape-reinforced seams -> water-repellent and
wind-tight
Comes with a handy bag -> practical storage
Inside mesh material and ventilation openings next to the shoulder
panel -> optimal freedom of movement and increased breathability
Plastic zip tag -> pleasant feel and eye-catcher
Zip pouch at upper end -> prevents unpleasant skin contact with
metal component
Rounded Velcro-type fastener on wrist band-> prevents snagging
Stretchy back panel -> optimal freedom of movement when teeing
off
Soft mesh material in collar -> maximum wearing comfort
Perfect fit and wearing comfort:
Smooth inside sleeves -> easy to put on and take off
Inside elastic with stopper at hip level -> for width and heat
adjustment
Perfect cut -> maximum freedom of movement
Design highlights:
Wide, contrasting strip on inner lining, colourful outside piping ->
colour accents for a sporty/trendy look
Detailed contours between inside lining and outside material -> eyecatcher when jacket is open
Discreet golf ball honeycomb pattern on zip
BMW Golfsport word logo on left side of chest, BMW logo at back of
neck -> stylish and discreet
Upper material: 100% polyester, taped main seams,
Lining: 100% polyester (mesh).
White
Women XS-XL 80 14 2 285 712-716
Black
Men S-XXL

80 14 2 285 742-746
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GOLFSPORT POLO SHIRT - MEN AND WOMEN.
Trendy, functional polo shirt with attractive details
High functionality:
Light, air-permeable, elastic microfibre material -> maximum
freedom of movement and optimal moisture transport
Perfect fit and wearing comfort:
Detailed cut without side seam, elastic material -> increased wearing
comfort due to less friction despite body-hugging fit
Sleeves, waist and collar finished with striped bands -> perfect fit
Reinforced stitch elements on collar -> stability of form without
widening
Carefully inserted shoulder panel without a direct seam -> increased
wearing comfort due to lower friction
Elastic neck band -> increased wearing comfort
Women's variant with very deep button panel -> easy to put on and
take off
Cross-stitched buttons -> particularly durable
Design detail:
Carefully worked side mesh inserts -> for a high-quality, sporty look
For women's polo shirt: detailed, overlapping striped bands on
sleeve and waist seams -> special details
BMW Golfsport word logo on left side of chest -> stylish and
discreet
Outer material: 100% polyester, piqué,
Mesh insert: 100% polyester, spandex.
White
Women XS-M 80 14 2 285 697-699
Women L-XL 80 14 2 358 305-306
Men S-XXL 80 14 2 285 727-731
Aqua
Women XS-XL 80 14 2 285 702-706
Men S-XXL
80 14 2 285 732-736
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GOLFSPORT FLEECY JACKET - MEN AND WOMEN.
Soft, warm, fleecy jacket with maximum freedom of movement
High functionality:
Fabric appliqués reinforce zip, shoulder panel and sleeves ->
increased durability
Inside elastic with stopper at hip level -> for width and heat
adjustment
Outside elastic with stopper at hip level -> for width and heat
adjustment
Perfect fit and wearing comfort:
Soft, stretchy fabric -> hugs the body and perfectly adapts to its
movements
No shoulder seam and mainly flat seams -> increased wearing
comfort, prevents friction and skin imprints
Safe storage:
Non-bulky, spacious zip side pockets made of thin mesh material ->
optimal storage
Design highlights:
Colourful plastic zip tag -> pleasant feel and eye-catcher
Perfect cut -> high-quality look
BMW Golfsport word logo on sleeve > stylish and discreet
Fleecy upper fabric: 100% polyester, anti-pilling,
Shoulder and sleeve edging: 100% polyester, stretch-elastic.
White
Women XS-XL 80 14 2 285 692-696
Black
Men S-XXL

80 14 2 285 722-726
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GOLFSPORT RAIN TROUSERS - MEN AND WOMEN.
Practical golf rain trousers for playing in any weather
High functionality:
Non-rustling material -> no disturbing walking noises
Divided inner lining: air-permeable mesh material in upper area,
smooth material from knee downwards -> easy to put on and take
off
Tape-reinforced seams -> absolutely water- and wind-tight
Water-tight zip
Perfect fit and wearing comfort:
Elastic material -> optimal freedom of movement
Velcro-type fastener on waist band and leg opening -> infinitely
adjustable width
Double waist fastener -> secure, comfortable fit
Safe storage:
Large side pockets with zip
Rear pocket
Design detail:
Rain trousers with traditional trouser design
Belt loop with Golfsport striped design -> attractive detail
Upper material: 100% polyester, stretch-elastic,
Lining: 100% nylon,
Mesh material: 100% polyester.
Aqua
Women XS-XL 80 14 2 285 717-721
Black
Men S-XXL

80 14 2 285 747-751

GOLFSPORT BASIC CAP, UNISEX.
Trendy, elegant cap
High functionality:
Quick-drying
Width adjustment with metal buckle
Integrated sweat band -> optimal moisture absorption
Underside in aqua colour -> glare protection due to lower light
reflection
Perfect fit and wearing comfort:
Pleasantly light
Pliable plastic label ->robust and durable
Lined with cotton -> optimal moisture absorption
Design highlights:
BMW Golfsport word logo at front, BMW embossed logo on metal
width adjuster -> stylish and discreet
Woven striped band on label
Upper material: 100% polyester,
Lining: 100% cotton.
White
Unisex 80 16 2 285 752
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GOLFSPORT FUNCTIONAL CAP, UNISEX.
Sporty, elegant cap
High functionality:
Quick-drying and water-repellent
Width adjustment with metal buckle
Integrated sweat band -> optimal moisture absorption
Perfect fit and wearing comfort:
Pleasantly light
Pliable plastic label ->robust and durable
Lined with cotton -> optimal moisture absorption
Design highlights:
BMW Golfsport word logo at front, BMW embossed logo on metal
width adjuster -> stylish and discreet
Woven striped band on left side, detailed fabric insert in contrasting
colour along edge of label -> smart casual look
Upper material: 100% polyester,
Lining: 100% cotton.
Black
Unisex 80 16 2 285 753

GOLFSPORT FUNCTIONAL UMBRELLA.
Functional umbrella for golfing in wind and weather
Comfortable, safe and functional:
Particularly large: 1.35m -> adequate room for player and golf bag
Light, flexible glass fibre rodding -> very flexible and durable
Double cover for storm protection
Automatic rapid-release function
Silver-coloured, UV-reflecting PU coating on inside
Rounded plastic tips -> safe storage and reduced risk of injury
Unique look and feel:
Ergonomically shaped, water-repellent hard foam handle with BMW
logo on underside -> for a pleasant feel and modern look
Umbrella fabric: 100% polyester,
Inside: silver-coloured PU-coating,
Shaft: Glass fibre,
Handle: ABS/EVA hard foam.
Black
80 23 2 285 754
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Titleist PRO V1 golf ball. (CO).
Quality golf ball for precision playing
Premium quality:
Manufactured by our partner, Titleist
Thin, soft urethane/elastomer shell
Low compression -> precision over long distances
Core diameter: 3.89 cm
Design detail:
BMW logo, Titleist and BMW Golfsport word logo
Material: Rubber, thermoplast.
White
80 23 2 284 799

GOLFSPORT GREEN SET.
Practical, attachable green set
Set consists of:
Pitch fork
2 short, 2 long tees in green and white
Small pencil with eraser
In bag with robust metal snap-hook for attachment to golf bag
Particulars of pitch fork:
Fine forks -> do not damage the green
Ergonomically shaped thumb hollow
Design highlights:
Metal snap hook in BMW "Air Breather" design: embossed golf ball
surface and embossed BMW Golfsport word logo
Golfball pattern on snap hook, bag and pitch fork
Embossed BMW logo metal pin
Material: Polyester.
White
80 23 2 285 755
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GOLFSPORT TEE BAG.
Practical, attachable tee bag
Perfectly organised:
Large opening -> for easy viewing
Includes tees in two sizes-> suitable for woods and irons
Optimal handling:
Robust metal snap hook -> easy attachment to golf bag
High-quality metal zip tab -> for optimal handling
Design highlights:
Metal snap hook in BMW "Air Breather" design: embossed golf ball
surface and embossed BMW Golfsport word logo
Metal zip tab with BMW Golfsport word logo
Embossed BMW logo metal pin
Material: Polyester.
White
80 23 2 285 756

GOLFSPORT GOLF TOWEL.
Stylish golf towel for optimal golf club care
Premium quality and functionality:
Very soft, absorptive velours -> no snagging
Dirt- and moisture-absorptive inside -> optimal cleaning
Triple-folded -> dirt remains on inside, outside always looks clean
Practical details:
Removable snap hook for easy washing
Material: Cotton.
Black
80 23 2 285 757
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GOLFSPORT WATER BOTTLE.
Practical, attachable water bottle
Reliable quality:
Made of aluminium -> particularly hygienic
With thermal cover -> pleasant feel with good grip
Practical details:
Snap hook -> easy attachment to golf bag
Design details:
Zip tab with embossed BMW word logo -> high-quality look
Embossed BMW logo metal pin on front and BMW Golfsport word
logo on back -> stylish and discreet
Bottle: aluminium,
Sleeve: Polyester.
White - aqua
80 23 2 285 758

GOLFSPORT CAP CLIP. (CO)
Practical BMW logo magnetic clip
Premium quality:
Solid metal
Special details:
BMW logo magnetic clip -> easy attachment to any cap
Material: Metal, epoxy resin.
Metal
80 33 2 207 969

GOLFSPORT GIFT SET.
An exclusive present for any golfer
Original packaging suitable as gift:
Large golf ball for opening
An eye-catcher at any event and on any shelf
Premium content:
Trendy, elegant cap
Ergonomically shaped, high-quality pitch fork
Wooden tees
Golf balls made by our partner, Titleist
Practical details:
Re-usable golf ball box
Stable, removable base with tee shape
Material: Synthetic.
White
80 23 2 285 759
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GOLFSPORT SHOE BAG.
A clean and elegant solution for transporting golf shoes
High functionality:
Dirt-repellent and non-slip inner coating and shoe separator ->
shoes will not be scratched
Air-permeable interior -> prevents odours
Perfectly organised:
Central shoe separator element
Shoe flap can be opened wide -> rapid access
Perfect handling:
Pleasantly soft handle
Shoe flap for easy opening and closing
Rubberised zip tab
Upper material: 100% nylon, polyurethane coating,
Lining: 100% polyester.
Black
80 22 2 285 760

GOLFSPORT CART BAG.
Functional golf bag, recently developed by our partner, OGIO
High functionality:
Materials make use of patented Ogio Aqua Tech technology ->
ultra-light and water-tight
Removable, stable rain cover and water-tight zips on all outside
pockets -> the content of the bag remains dry
Outside umbrella attachment -> easy storage of golf umbrella
Velcro-type golf glove holder -> practical and rapid storage
Easy to handle:
4 "easy-grab handles" -> bag can be easily gripped from all sides, as
it has 3 handles and a shoulder strap
Non-slip base cover -> firm hold, even without trolley or cart
Perfectly organised:
Division into 15 compartments, reaching down to the floor -> no
more tangled golf clubs, sufficient space for various clubs
Many high-volume outside pockets with separate divisions -> large
capacity, utensils are always organised and at hand
Fleecy-lined outside pocket for valuables and mobile phone ->
prevents scratching
Pockets with icons -> optimal orientation
Design details:
BMW word logo and logo
Ogio co-branding on handle
Upper material: 50% polyester, 50% nylon.
Lining: 100% polyester.
Dimensions (L x W x H): 28 x 37 x 93 cm
Black - white
80 22 2 285 761
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GOLFSPORT CARRIER BAG.
Functional golf carrier bag, recently developed by our partner, OGIO
High functionality:
Materials make use of patented Ogio Aqua Tech technology ->
ultra-light and water-tight
Aluminium rodding with manual set-up mechanism and wide bases > stable and does not sink into ground
Removable, stable rain cover and water-tight zips on all outside
pockets -> the content of the bag remains dry
Outside umbrella attachment -> easy storage of golf umbrella
Velcro-type golf glove holder -> practical and rapid storage
Drinks compartment open towards top and insulated on the inside ->
easy storage of water bottles with rapid access
Perfect fit and wearing comfort
4-point shoulder strap system with softly padded, adjustable straps
Three "easy-grab handles" -> bag can be easily gripped from all
sides, as it has 2 handles and a shoulder strap
Non-slip base coating -> stable position
Optimally organised:
Division into 7 compartments -> for taking along an optimal selection
of golf clubs
Many high-volume outside pockets with separate divisions -> large
capacity, utensils are always organised and at hand
Fleecy-lined outside pocket for valuables and mobile phone ->
prevents scratching
Design details:
BMW word logo and logo
Ogio co-branding on handle, zip and frame
Upper material: 50% polyester, 50% nylon.
Lining: 100% polyester.
Dimensions (L x W x H): 25 x 41 x 90 cm
Black - white
80 22 2 285 762
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GOLFSPORT TRAVEL COVER.
Protective travel cover for golf equipment, made by our partner, OGIO
High functionality:
Very light, rugged material
Back with edge protection -> robust and durable during transport
Padded upper side to protect the golf club heads
Smooth-running in-liner wheels
Premium quality:
Wide straps to take load off the zip -> durability
Padded handles, secured with rivets and seams -> high stability
Water-tight zips on both sides
Lockable main zip - can be opened from both sides
Base with standing aids -> improved stability
Upper material: 50% polyester, 50% nylon.
Lining: 100% polyester.
Dimensions (L x W x H): 136 x 33 x 34 cm
Black
80 22 2 285 763

GOLFSPORT BAG.
Functional yet elegant sports bag by our partner, OGIO
High functionality:
Very light, rugged material
Wide top opening -> optimal overview
Perfect storage:
Wide front outside pocket and two side pockets
Size-adjustable inner pocket accessible from the side -> ideal for
shoes or wet, dirty textiles
Highest wearing comfort:
Padded handles
Removable shoulder strap on swivel joint -> bag adapts when worn
and fits comfortably
Design details:
Large, tonal BMW word logo, BMW Golfsport word logo on front ->
stylish and discreet
OGIO co-branding on zip tabs
Upper material: 50% polyester, 50% nylon.
Lining: 100% polyester.
Dimensions (L x W x H): 66 x 28 x 30 cm
Black - white
80 22 2 285 764
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BMW
POINT OF CONTACT.

Lifestyle

BB-51
Lifestyle Sales Team
E-mail: lifestyle-sales@bmw.com
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